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Well/ actually/ In fact / Honestly/ To tell the truth/   

                                                                               

Well, I have a rather small family of four; my parents, my older sister, and me.○

Do you come from a big family?

Actually I have only an older sister, she is two years older than me, with no brother.○

Do you have any brothers or sisters?

To be honest yes, I get along very well with my sister. She always supports me.○

Do you have a good relationship with your siblings?

Actually my father is a very kind and supportive. He tries to give us the best upbringing.○

What kind of a person is your father?

My mother is also supportive but a bit strict. I know she cares a lot about the whole family.○

What is your mother like?

Well, both I can say! But in appearance I look more like my dad and in character I'm always said to be a 
copy of both.

○

Who(m) are you more similar to? Your father or your mother?

To tell the truth, I have 6 aunts and 7 uncles with a good number of cousins , and that makes my family 
really populous!

○

Is your extended family large?

In fact no! most my family members live either in Shiraz or in Toronto , Canada.○

Do all your family and relatives live in the same city as you do?

At the moment I'm living with my sister here in Tehran. I'm preparing for a very important exam.○

Whom do you live with now?

Related words

a near relative/relation
a member of your family who has a very close relationship to you, such as a parent or sister

be someone s elder
to be older than someone, especially someone in your family

black sheep
noun
someone who is not approved of by the other members of their family or the group they belong to because they are thought to behave badly

blood
noun
the family, nation, or group that you belong to through your parents and grandparents
blood is thicker than water
used for saying that family relationships are usually stronger than other typesof relationships

blood relation
noun
someone that you are related to by birth, rather than by marriage

charge
noun
formal someone that you are responsible for and take care of

noun
British a child or other relative to whom you give food, money, and a home

dependant

dependent
noun
the American spelling of dependant

elder
noun
someone in your family or community who is older than you

the elder
adjective
the person who is older, especially of two people in the same family

eldest
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eldest
noun
informal the oldest child in a family

extended family
noun
a family group that includes grandparents, cousins, aunts etc

family
noun
a group of people who are all related to one another, including dead members of the group: can be followed by a singular or plural verb

family
noun
people who are related to you: can be followed by a singular or plural verb

family
noun
children in a family: can be followed by a singular or plural verb

family
adjective
suitable for a family with children

generation
noun
all the members of a family who are of a similar age and whose parents are of a similar age
hearth and home
used for referring to your home and family

home
noun
the place where your parents live and where you grew up

kin
noun
formal all the people in your family

kindred
noun
formal the whole of someone s family, considered as a group

kinsman
noun
literary a male relative

kinswoman
noun
literary a female relative

noun
someone who you care about very much, especially a member of your family

loved one

the man of the house
noun
old-fashioned the man who is responsible for looking after a family

matriarch
noun
a female leader of a family or community

menfolk
noun
old-fashioned the men in a family or community

next of kin
noun
your closest relative or relatives, for example your mother, father, son, or daughter. This word is used especially in official documents 

paterfamilias
noun
formal a man who is a father and the person considered to be in charge of a family

paternal
adjective
a paternal relative is related to you through your father

patriarch
noun
the oldest man in a family or organization, who is respected because of this

patriarchal
adjective
typical of a patriarch
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provider
noun
someone whose income pays for a family s food, the place where they live, and other basic needs

relation
noun
a member of your family

relative
noun
a member of your family, especially one who does not live with you, for example a grandparent or cousin

side
noun
a part of your family, either your father s set of relatives or your mother s

someone s nearest and dearest
someone s family

someone s (own) flesh and blood
someone s relative

someone s people
informal someone s parents or their family in general

stepfamily
noun
a family that has at least one stepparent

tribe
noun
the children of a large family

wage-earner
noun
a member of a family who earns money for the rest of the family

womenfolk
noun
old-fashioned the women in a particular family, community etc
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